‘Traditional furniture
stores are really
boring... people want
an experience’

Take
a seat

From art galleries to fashion studios,
the most stylish furniture is now sold
in unexpected outlets, says Grace Cook

Main: Jean-Baptiste
Besançon, The Blue
Hour exhibition at
Francis Gallery, Bath, UK.
Below: Radix Chair by
Janina Pedan at Lant
Street
Rich Stapleton

“The job of the gallery is to present the artworks in a way
that is attractive to the customer,” says Rosa Park, founder
and director of the Francis Gallery, which opened in 2019 in
Bath, England. The Grade II-listed townhouse is infused with
the aroma of Palo Santo, vast urn-like vases are filled with
wildflowers and vintage books sit atop curved coffee tables.
Smart furniture punctuates the space — from an antique
walnut loveseat to a cloud-like sofa and a kidney bean-shaped
desk made by British furniture and interior designer Fred
Rigby. At first glance, the gallery looks like a well-curated
home. But take a seat at the writing desk, and the gaze
is directed towards a stark monochromatic painting by
New York-based artist Romy Northover, or an egg-shaped
sculpture by Japanese ceramicist Mari-Ruth Oda. Settle down
on the loveseat and earthy-toned paintings by Jean-Baptiste
Besançon are stationed so close that the eye can linger over
the clumps and bumps of the acrylic on canvas.
“The furniture helps visitors connect with the artworks
faster,” says Park. A thirtysomething dressed head-totoe in The Row, her gallery has recently hosted a pop-up
exhibition at fashion label Connolly. “It’s great to see
them in a context where you can imagine what they might
look like in the home,” she adds. Art, like an armchair, is
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“made to live within a domestic setting.” Park changes the
interior set-up with each exhibition to align the furniture
with the works on the walls.
This approach is so fundamental to the gallery’s ethos
that Park and Rigby decided to retail the bespoke furniture
initially designed to furnish the gallery — the Francis x Fred
Rigby collection is sold alongside works by her exclusive
roster of artists. “We knew we were going to get so many
requests for the furniture so we named it, priced it and
figured out the logistics in making it available to buy,”
she says. Rigby’s furniture is otherwise entirely bespoke
for private and commercial clients — he has created shop
interiors for fashion label Citizens of Humanity in London
and Milan. Francis Gallery is his first unofficial showroom
space and the first physical retailer for his works.
Rigby is just one of several cool, young interior designers
utilising the fashion industry’s experiential retail format
to not only furnish commercial spaces but sell wares there
too. Forget department stores or e-giants, the coolest and
most covetable furniture to be found today is being sold in
unexpected outlets such as art galleries, menswear studios
and even wine bars. Such destinations are the next generation
of interior retail; it’s the furniture store 2.0.

Make a pitstop at Openplan in Shoreditch, and you are
just as likely to pick up an antique chair or candlesticks
as a pair of corduroy trousers. Launched in December, the
multidisciplinary space is the brainchild of interior stylist
and art director Tom O’Dell and menswear designer Scott
Fraser Simpson. A stone’s throw from Columbia Road, it
mainly operates as Fraser Simpson’s studio and showroom,
where customers can get measured for a pair of his highwaisted, made-to-order trousers. However, once a month,
it opens as a shop, selling Simpson’s bespoke suiting and
vintage knitwear alongside curated furniture and art
objets sourced globally by O’Dell.
The feel is that of a “mid-century man’s apartment”,
says O’Dell, gesturing to the space where Margaret Howell’s
Anglepoise lamp sits on a 1960s teak dresser stuffed to the
brim with Simpson’s wares; jazz plays over the sound system.
With 26,000 Instagram followers, O’Dell has worked with
a range of fashion brands, from Mr Porter and Calvin Klein
to men’s loungewear label Hamilton and Hare. “It gives me
a place to meet clients where they can get a sense of my
aesthetic,” he adds. The space also functions as a photography
studio, used by brands such as Polo Ralph Lauren, and
O’Dell’s interior styling — Openplan derives its name from
the versatility of the space. “I get requests through Instagram
from people asking if I can source things for their home and
office,” he says. “Openplan formalises that side of my work
and gives people a place to visit and buy.”
Such multi-purpose destinations are symbiotic with a new
generation of creatives who are bringing financial innovation
to bricks and mortar. Interior designers Emma ShoneSanders and Jermaine Gallacher also operate dual-purpose
studios — Shone-Sanders’ Design & That, on Hackney Road,
is a studio-cum-shop, while Gallagher’s furniture showroom
regularly turns into a wine bar, called Lant Street.
“Rents are expensive,” says Shone-Sanders, who
decorated fashion designer Olga Vilshenko’s home. “Both
professionally and financially, it makes sense to combine.”
Inside her Scandi-inspired space, she hosts design
consultations with clients and sells Danish sofas, candles,
soaps and custom canvases by artist Alexandria Coe —
amalgamating gives her shopfront a postcode she says she
would not otherwise be able to afford. Fraser Simpson
agrees. “You can’t just open a shop without having a plan to
pay the rent. It makes sense for friends to join forces and
establish something together.”
O’Dell says he could have just filled the workshop with
a mix of seating areas and storage to be used by Fraser
Simpson. “But retailing it not only keeps Openplan
interesting and ever-changing, it’s also an extra revenue
stream to help us cover our overheads,” he says. Francis
Gallery and Lant Street Wine (the family-owned wine
merchant run by Ben Wilcock, which was established in 1986
and whose warehouse Gallagher occupies) both take a cut
from sales of the furniture; so successful is this model that
Lant Street is given a new interior overhaul every week.
And such ephemeral set-ups, which echo the fashion
pop-up format, also lure customers back, according to
Gallagher. “People want an experience from retail now,”
he says. “Bricks and mortar are so crucial in furniture, but
traditional furniture stores are really boring. They’re often
in stale parts of town, and people can be intimidated by
them. Those sorts of stores have had their day.”
Combining furniture with other creative industries is
a way to get customers to connect on a deeper level. The
store County Ltd, in Los Angeles, began life selling T-shirts

alongside mid-century furniture and a selection of original
artworks by Josef Albers and Agnes Martin; so lucrative
was the shop, it quickly outgrew its space and has recently
reopened as two distinct stores on the same street. Similarly,
Alex Eagle, who has shops in London and Berlin, sells antique
Vico Magistretti chairs and Carlo Bartoli sofas alongside
trench coats by Giuliva Heritage Collection and chunky
curb-chain necklaces by All Blues. The shop, which also sells
coffee, is designed to offer a lifestyle that customers want to
buy into — and Gallagher says this ultimately drives sales.
“Drinks and design go together. People might be intimidated
by antique shops but they’re not intimidated by a £4 glass
of wine. I thought it would be fun if people could sit on the
furniture, use it, fall in love with it. Eventually buy it.” He
says this gives the furniture and an otherwise static shop
space “meaning and soul”.
Rigby thinks this soul extends into the sense of community
created by these creatives. “People want to get offline and
go to spaces and engage with owners or makers,” he says.
For customers, this retail format ultimately offers a sense of
discovery. “We just shipped a cloud sofa to New York. That
only happened because someone went to Francis Gallery and
Rosa talked to them about it,” he says. “People are trying to
seek out more interesting pieces than Ikea, and furniture
bought alongside art, or clothing, has a story. For the client,
that makes each piece truly unique.”
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Clockwise from top: Antique objets at
Openplan; Scott Fraser Simpson (left) and
Tom O’Dell at Openplan in Shoreditch, UK;
Lant Street Wine in London, UK; Francis Gallery
x Fred Rigby kidney bean desk; Rosa Park
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